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From rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov Mon Oct 1 13:08:58 2018
From: rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov (Hyman, Rebecca A)
Date: Mon, 1 Oct 2018 17:08:58 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] =?windows-1252?q?Library_Program_in_Raleigh=2C_NC_Octo?=
=?windows-1252?q?ber_10=2C_2018_=93__From_Rogachev_to_Raleigh=3A_Discover?=
=?windows-1252?q?ing_Immigrant_Roots=94?=
Message-ID:
<BN7PR09MB2835A19DCCCAAAFB31514E08FEEF0@BN7PR09MB2835.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
NC Government and Heritage Library Hosts ?From Rogachev to Raleigh: Discovering
Immigrant Roots? Oct. 10
Raleigh, N.C. -- Learn how librarian Barbara Freedman uncovered her immigrant roots
from Rogachev, Belarus -- and found some surprises along the way -- during ?From
Rogachev to Raleigh: Discovering Immigrant Roots,? a free program hosted by the
North Carolina Government and Heritage Library, 109 E. Jones St., Raleigh, Oct. 10
at 2 p.m.
Ms. Freedman will discuss the genealogical resources and methodologies she used to
make her discoveries and offer guidance for attendees to use them in their own
research.
The program is part of ?Becoming American,? a series of documentary screenings,
discussions, and programs exploring and celebrating America's immigration history
presented by Wake County Public Libraries. To learn more about ?Becoming American,?
visit wakegov.com/libraries.
For more information, visit
https://statelibrary.ncdcr.gov<https://statelibrary.ncdcr.gov/> or call (919)8077450.

[cid:image001.png at 01D45987.E97FC970]Rebecca Hyman
Educational Programs & Outreach Librarian, NC Government & Heritage Library
NC Dept. of Natural and Cultural Resources
919.807.7454 | rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov<mailto:rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov>
109 E. Jones Street | 4640 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-4600
Facebook<http://www.facebook.com/ncghl>
Instagram<https://www.instagram.com/foreverythingnc/>
Twitter<https://twitter.com/ForEverythingNC>
YouTube<https://www.youtube.com/statelibrarync>
Website<https://statelibrary.ncdcr.gov/>
Please note, effective October 10, 2018, my
phone number will change to 919.814.6815
Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the North Carolina
Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info Mon Oct 1 15:15:16 2018
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)
Date: Mon, 1 Oct 2018 19:15:16 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition ?
Message-ID: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1AB642F4@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Hello,
Could anyone shed some light on how much Ancestry Library Edition costs? I have a
group that might donate it to our library but they want to know how much it costs.
I am loathe to contact the company directly as I always get someone who is chomping
at the bit to make a sale and will not leave me alone even after saying "no"
repeatedly. I hope you will understand and have an answer for me. You may email
me privately if you wish. My email address is below.
Janice Kistler
Reference and Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Genealogist
District School Librarian for Eminence Community School Corporation
Morgan County Public Library
110 S Jefferson St
Martinsville, IN 46151
jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181001/861785dc/
attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Mon Oct 1 19:55:55 2018
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Mon, 1 Oct 2018 19:55:55 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition ?
In-Reply-To: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1AB642F4@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
References: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1AB642F4@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhWAB9wBY-pXS=UATqzhY0tzvvU0tmQsP6W14AzQvJq+fQ@mail.gmail.com>
When I was responsible for it, lastly being 7 years ago, we were charged on
a market basis. That is, we had x number of card holders in y number of
libraries, and our annual subscription fee was z dollars. Smaller town
libraries paid far less than did we, the large central library. And I
looked at this as both Head of the Genealogy Dept and also as Head of the
Acquisition Dept.
Hope that this helped.
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services

(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing) Rochester NY Public Library
Digital Public Library of America Community Representative
President, Rochester Genealogical Society 2017On Mon, Oct 1, 2018 at 3:15 PM Janice Kistler <
jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info> wrote:
> Hello,
>
>
>
> Could anyone shed some light on how much Ancestry Library Edition costs?
> I have a group that might donate it to our library but they want to know
> how much it costs. I am loathe to contact the company directly as I always
> get someone who is chomping at the bit to make a sale and will not leave me
> alone even after saying ?no? repeatedly. I hope you will understand and
> have an answer for me. You may email me privately if you wish. My email
> address is below.
>
>
>
> *Janice Kistler*
>
> Reference and Genealogy Librarian
>
> Morgan County Genealogist
>
> District School Librarian for Eminence Community School Corporation
>
> Morgan County Public Library
>
> 110 S Jefferson St
>
> Martinsville, IN 46151
>
> jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181001/82570612/
attachment.html>
From Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov Wed Oct 3 13:36:40 2018
From: Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov (Wickstead, Laura)
Date: Wed, 3 Oct 2018 17:36:40 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Scholarship for Genealogical Institute on Federal
Records in DC
Message-ID:
<BL2PR09MB0961AB409E963493CAE1989EE7E90@BL2PR09MB0961.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Greetings All:

This is an excellent opportunity to learn about Federal records and spend a week in
Washington, DC.
The deadline for this $600 scholarship is December 31st. Direct
inquiries to Mr. Zizka. (Is that a great name for genealogy research or what!?!)
Find his contact information and links for scholarship in the attached document.

[cid:image003.jpg at 01D45B1E.1BFC8EF0]Richard S. Lackey Memorial Scholarship
Genealogical Institute on Federal Records (Gen-Fed) Alumni Association

October 1, 2018 - The Genealogical Institute on Federal Records (Gen-Fed) Alumni
Association is pleased to announce the Richard S. Lackey Scholarship for attendance
at Gen-Fed in 2019. The Alumni Association, whose purpose is to promote, conduct,
and foster genealogical education, research, study, and analysis, began offering
the scholarship in 1984.
The scholarship is awarded annually to an experienced researcher active in a paid
or volunteer position which directly benefits the genealogical community. This
year the scholarship will award $600, which covers full tuition for the
Genealogical Institute on Federal Records (Gen-Fed), and partly defrays hotel
and/or meal costs. The Gen-Fed Alumni Association will also provide dinner at the
Gen-Fed Alumni Banquet on Friday night, 2 Aug 2019, where a check for the amount
less tuition will be presented to the recipient.
Laura S. Wickstead, MLS
Virginia Room Librarian
City of Fairfax Regional Library
10360 North St.
Fairfax, Va 22030
Office: 703-293-2136
Virginia Room: 703-293-6227 x6
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From bking at sccl.lib.mi.us Thu Oct 4 09:38:22 2018
From: bking at sccl.lib.mi.us (King, Barb)
Date: Thu, 4 Oct 2018 13:38:22 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] ancestry
Message-ID: <ff402f717f224973829de74a24f4c82d@LIBEXCH01.sccl.lib.mi.us>
It's going to depend on the size of your library, so you should contact Proquest.
Barb
*Please* do not respond to a digest item without editing out all of the items
you're not responding to, and changing the subject line to match that of the single
message you're responding to. Failure to edit out other messages or change the
subject line may result in your message being rejected.
Today's Topics:
1. Ancestry Library Edition ? (Janice Kistler)
2. Re: Ancestry Library Edition ? (genbook)
3. Scholarship for Genealogical Institute on Federal
DC (Wickstead, Laura)

Records in

---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Mon, 1 Oct 2018 19:15:16 +0000
From: Janice Kistler <jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition ?
Message-ID:
<F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1AB642F4 at VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Hello,
Could anyone shed some light on how much Ancestry Library Edition costs?
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Thu Oct 4 10:23:56 2018
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Thu, 4 Oct 2018 14:23:56 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room books and microfilm to
trade
In-Reply-To: <CAA5Zxu9O+aMMEtQ0GEeQg7Kpep-hGLAJnpOuS03Zr80BvhEnYA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAA5Zxu9O+aMMEtQ0GEeQg7Kpep-hGLAJnpOuS03Zr80BvhEnYA@mail.gmail.com>

Message-ID: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD110153542D23@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
Elaine ? If you still have the following items available, we could use them for our
collection. (They complete series we have.)
APR
Goochland County, Virginia Wills and Deeds1736-1742
Abstracted and Compiled by Benjamin B. Weisiger, III
1984

APR
Loudoun County Virginia Office Judgments 1822-1827 and 1827-1835
Patricia B. Duncan
2015
APR
Loudoun County Virginia Office Judgments 1835-1842 and 1842-1847
Patricia B. Duncan
2015

Can be sent to us through our intercounty delivery.

Thanks.

Don Wilson
Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian
The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center
for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC)
Prince William Public Library System
Bull Run Regional Library
8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109-2892
703-792-4540
www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Elaine McRey
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2018 3:19 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room books and microfilm to trade
Elaine McRey <fxlibrarian at gmail.com<mailto:fxlibrarian at gmail.com>>
[Attachments]Wed, Aug 22, 1:21 PM
[https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1/images/cleardot.gif]
[https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1/images/cleardot.gif]
[https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1/images/cleardot.gif]
to Librarians
[https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1/images/cleardot.gif]
Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has books and duplicates of census
microfilm for Virginia to trade. Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010
at cox.net<mailto:Bfm1010 at cox.net> and Frances.Millhouser2 at
fairfaxcounty.gov<mailto:Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov> . For the
microfilm, please specify that it's Box 1 and give the reel number. Be sure to
include your mailing address in your email so that we can make your mailing label.
There's an Excel and a pdf version of the same list, so I hope everyone will be
able to open it.
Apologies for sending attachments, but the county won't allow us
to use file sharing services.
If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage reimbursement
(made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to
Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030
Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer will email
you to tell you that the box has been sent to our mail room, and she'll include a
list of which books or films are in the box.
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181004/58acbeae/
attachment.html>
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Thu Oct 4 13:17:15 2018
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Thu, 4 Oct 2018 17:17:15 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Explore RELIC (October 2018)
Message-ID: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11015354309A@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
EXPLORE RELIC

October 2018 - The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History
(RELIC)

Start your historical journey here. RELIC's email newsletter highlights upcoming
free events and happenings. Genealogy and local Virginia history is our specialty
as a service provided by the Prince William Public Library. We're located at Bull
Run Regional Library and you can always find more about us at
www.pwcgov.org/library/relic<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic>
Cemeteries: Where to Get the Answers
Learn how to locate death, funeral, and burial records, and what information they
can add to your family history. Presented by genealogist Russell De Rose.
Register at 703.792.4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
Thursday, October 11, 2018, 11 a.m.
Water Water Everywhere - And How We Found Drops to Drink
Historian Charlie Grymes presents the story of how local governments in Northern
Virginia responded to the demand for safe drinking water for the growing population
of our region.
Register at 703.792.4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
Tuesday, October 23, 2018, 7 p.m.

=========================

RELIC INSIDER:

OTHER HISTORY NEWS

RELIC is cosponsoring a program to be presented by Lifelong Learning Institute
(LLI) on Wednesday, October 17, at 7 p.m., at Bull Run Library. The author Michael
Giorgione will be talking about his latest work, Inside Camp David: the Private
World of the Presidential Retreat. The program is free and registration is not
required. "Camp David is American diplomacy's secret weapon ... the camp has
played a vital role in American history over the past century ... at Camp David, we
finally get to see these leaders at their most vulnerable, their most unguarded,
and as their most true selves."

Saturday, October 27, 11 a.m.-1 p.m. Genealogy Fair at Montclair Community
Library, 5049 Waterway Drive, Montclair, Virginia. RELIC will be represented along
with other local genealogical organizations. Come and learn what we have to offer
the researcher.

The Prince William County Historic Preservation Division has recently published its
electronic newsletter Historic Perspectives (Fall 2018), which includes articles
about
*

The Doeg Indians in northern Virginia,

*

Hampton's Legion Artillery at the Battle of Freestone Point (Sept. 1861),

*
How recent rain damage at the Brentsville Courthouse provided an
opportunity to see more of the building's structure, and
*
An analysis of the courthouse Bible and early representations of the
County seal.
You can read those articles, and see earlier issues of the newsletter, as well as
learn about events offered at each Historic Site.
http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/publicworks/hp/Pages/HistoricPerspectives.aspx

==========

NEXT MONTH
Elections in Prince William County
Prince William County has been involved with elections for over two hundred years.
Kim Brace, a statistician and historian, will describe how elections have evolved
over time in our local jurisdiction.
Register at 703.792.4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
Thursday, November 1, 2018, 11 a.m.
Genealogy 101: Getting Started
Discovering your family's history is both fun and rewarding. RELIC's Darlene
Hunter will demonstrate the essential first steps to take, and resources to use most of which are available for free through the library - to ensure that your
research is accurate, complete and well documented.
Register at 703.792.4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
Tuesday, November 20, 2018, 7 p.m.

To read the latest lists of new materials available please click on What's New in
RELIC http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relic-news.aspx

Unless otherwise stated, all of the preceding programs will take place at Bull Run
Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, Virginia. Programs may last from
60 to 90 minutes. You may register for any of these free programs at 703-792-4540
or mail to: relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>.

You may also register online at RELIC Programs
http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relic-programs.aspx

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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attachment.html>
From jhuffman at lapl.org Sat Oct 6 19:40:57 2018
From: jhuffman at lapl.org (Huffman, Julie)
Date: Sat, 6 Oct 2018 16:40:57 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Native American Research
Message-ID: <CAEs5skJ2EFy7OvPW=7jyM46LA7YcrV7M3VutUL9R1F3W3gJNRA@mail.gmail.com>
The Bureau of Indian Affairs has "A Guide to Tracing American Indian &
Alaska Native Ancestry" that I've found useful (especially for patrons
trying to prove ancestry in order to join a tribe). At one time, I think I
saw a credit to Henry Louis Gates for this document, but his name is not on
it anymore:
https://www.bia.gov/sites/bia.gov/files/assets/public/ois/pdf/
Guide_to_Tracing_American_Indian_Alaska_Native_Ancestry.pdf
Here is a list of steps from the Department of the Interior:
https://www.doi.gov/tribes/trace-ancestry
Regarding what the National Archives has to help:
https://www.archives.gov/research/native-americans
An article on tribal enrollment and genetic testing:
http://genetics.ncai.org/tribal-enrollment-and-genetic-testing.cfm
*Julie Huffman*, Genealogy Librarian
Los Angeles Public Library
630 W. Fifth St., Los Angeles, CA 90071
213-228-7413
jhuffman at lapl.org
*www.lapl.org* <http://www.lapl.org/>
Facebook <https://www.facebook.com/lapubliclibrary> | Twitter
<https://twitter.com/LAPublicLibrary> | Instagram
<https://www.instagram.com/lapubliclibrary> | Snapchat
<https://www.snapchat.com/add/lapubliclibrary>
-----------------------------------------Regarding:
Date: Mon, 17 Sep 2018 22:55:11 -0700
From: R Kemp <rkempmlis at gmail.com>

To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Native American Research
Hi folks! This is a personal question, so if it's out of place, please let
me know.
TL;DR: What is the best resource for researching Native American Ancestors?
I am trying to find out more about my great-great grandparents, one or both
of whom were Native American. Is there a seminal work that can help me
search for Native American ancestors? I have tracked them in census and
other records and have exhausted those resources. I need to change the
focus of my search and I don?t know where to start.
Thanks!
Rebecca
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181006/
dfa1b374/attachment.html>
From rsanders at hallcountylibrary.org Tue Oct 9 09:14:56 2018
From: rsanders at hallcountylibrary.org (Ronda Sanders)
Date: Tue, 9 Oct 2018 13:14:56 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Are you pleased with your subscription to FindMyPast
Message-ID:
<SN2PR0801MB22066C7608EB9E78A6425F05CCE70@SN2PR0801MB2206.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
Ladies & Gentlemen,
Our library system is trying to subscribe to the genealogy database FindMyPast.
This has not been the easiest process since the company is based in Great Britain.
I would like to talk directly with any of you who already subscribe to FindMyPast
or are in the process of subscribing to FindMyPast.
I am particularly interested
in libraries or other organizations not individual subscribers. Please contact me
directly at rsanders at hallcountylibrary.org<mailto:rsanders at
hallcountylibrary.org>.
Thank you for sharing your time and wisdom.
Ronda Sanders
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Hall County Library System
127 Main Street, NW
Gainesville, GA 30501

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181009/
a26a1ec7/attachment.html>
From Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov Tue Oct 9 11:49:39 2018
From: Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov (Wickstead, Laura)
Date: Tue, 9 Oct 2018 15:49:39 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room periodicals to trade
Message-ID:

<BL0PR0901MB31219E79B47BDCDFEBCDEA6CE7E70@BL0PR0901MB3121.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
Greetings Fellow Librarians Serving Genealogists:
Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has periodicals for Virginia and
other states to trade. Please send your request to our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010
at cox.net or Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov . Be sure to include your
mailing address in your email so that we can make your mailing label. I have
attached a pdf version of the list, so I hope everyone will be able to open it.
Apologies for sending an attachment, but the county won't allow us to use file
sharing services.
If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage reimbursement
(made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to
Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030
Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis.
My best,
Laura
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181009/47b80f73/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2018 October Periodicals 2 trade.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 373936 bytes
Desc: 2018 October Periodicals 2 trade.pdf
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181009/47b80f73/
attachment-0001.pdf>
From kellenbergerroom at gmail.com Mon Oct 15 16:03:41 2018
From: kellenbergerroom at gmail.com (Kellenberger Room)
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2018 16:03:41 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Free for postage: Puerto Rico & West Indies
Message-ID: <001801d464c2$2bb6a490$8323edb0$@gmail.com>
I had a local genealogist who moved to the area donate some of her genealogy
volumes that she no longer needed. Her concentration was on Puerto Rico and
our collection currently does not have the room to add all that she donated.
For now, I have put a few volumes aside for our collection, but I told her I
would find a home for the others. Most of them are in Spanish, and some may
have highlighting or other markings.
Available for the price of postage are the following titles:

1. Abbad y Lasierra, I?igo. Historia Geogr?fica, Civil y Natural de la isla
de San Juan de Puerto Rico. 622 p. [Paperback reprint, probably late 1990s]

2. Encarnacion Navarro, Carlos.
2 volumes.

Genealogias y Cronicas del Siglo XIX. 2005.

3. Flores, Juan, ed. Divided Arrival: narratives of the Puerto Rican
migration, 1920-1950. 1998 2nd ed. 167 p.
4. Guti?rrez Escudero, Antonio. Canto Domingo colonial : estudios
hist?ricos : siglos XVI al XVIII. 2007. 351 p.
5. Iglesias, C?sar Andreu, ed. Memoirs of Bernado Vega: A contribution to
the history of the Puerto Rican community in New York. 1984. 243 p.
6. Lluch Mora, Francisco. Or?genes y fundaci?n de Ponce y otras noticias
relativas a su desarrollo urbano demogr?fico y cultural (siglos XVI-XIX).
2001. 170 p.
7. L?pez, Adolfo R.
2003. 48 p.

Herencia Africana en Puerto Rico: Un recuento breve.

8. Moreta Castillo, Am?rico. La Real Audiencia de Santo Domingo (1511-1799)
: la justicia en Santo Domingo de la ?poca colonial. 2010. 221 p.
9. Nazario, Manuel Mart?nez. Genealog?a de las familias Mart?nez, Detr?s,
Nazario, Oliveras y L?pez. 2004. 148 p.
10. Pic?, Fernando. Vivir en Camito. 1989. 184 p.
11. Portillo Mariano Negr?n and Rauel Mayo Santana. La esclavitud urbana en
San Juan de Puerto Rico: Estudio del Registro de Esclavos de 1872: Prinera
Parte. 1992. 137 p.
12. Revista de Genealog?a Puertorrique?a. October 2003.
13. Silie, Ruben. Econom?a, esclavitud y poblaci?n: ensayo de interpretaci?n
hist?rica del Santo Domingo Espa?ol en el siglo XVIII. 2009. 262 p.

Contact me off list if you are interested.
Kellenbergerroom at gmail.com

Victor
--Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Special Collections Librarian
Kellenberger Room
New Bern-Craven County Public Library
400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098
Phone: (252) 638-7808
Fax: (252) 638-7817
E-mail: vtjones at nbccpl.org or kellenbergerroom at gmail.com
Web: http://newbern.cpclib.org <http://newbern.cpclib.org/>
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From rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov Mon Oct 15 16:25:38 2018
From: rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov (Hyman, Rebecca A)
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2018 20:25:38 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Free Online Genealogy Course Beginning Oct. 22 - offered
by NC Government and Heritage Library
Message-ID:
<BN7PR09MB2835F49954B8570D44497846FEFD0@BN7PR09MB2835.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
The North Carolina Government and Heritage Library will offer a free online class
to those interested in learning how to start genealogical research. RootsMOOC is a
free online course and a friendly introduction to family history research in the
U.S. using commonly available sources. Enrollment is now open, and class begins
Oct. 22. Register now at http://bit.ly/RootsMOOC2018.
During this class, the staff at the North Carolina Government and Heritage Library
will help participants learn about the most useful sources, tools, and techniques
for getting their genealogy research off the ground. The class is divided into an
orientation module and four learning modules. Each week a new module will be
available on that Monday morning. As with many online courses there is no set time
to meet during RootsMOOC - participants can set their own schedule.
Participants in this course will have the opportunity to complete an ancestor
chart, conduct interviews with family members, and share their own research
progress with fellow participants. You'll be challenged to go beyond the sources
that are available online, identify local genealogy societies and libraries in your
area, and connect with experts who can help you wherever your search takes you.
Through video interviews, tutorials, discussions, and structured learning

activities, participants will learn the very basics of genealogy research, such as
the best places to get started, how to stay organized, and what kinds of documents
and search tools they'll encounter along the way. Participants will share their
research progress and help each other overcome roadblocks as they share tips and
tricks in the online discussion forums. Librarians, archivists, and other experts
from North Carolina and around the United States will be participating as well,
answering questions and pointing class members in the right direction. If you've
been looking for a place to get started on your family history research, RootsMOOC
just might be the tool you've been waiting for.
Course details:
Orientation Module - Begins Oct. 22
Module 1: Getting Started - Begins Oct. 29
Module 2: US Census - Begins Nov. 5
Module 3: State & Local Resources - Begins Nov. 12
Module 4: Online Sources & Strategies - Begins Nov. 19
*Materials and discussion boards will be available in Canvas through Dec. 31
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Educational Programs & Outreach Librarian, NC Government & Heritage Library
NC Dept. of Natural and Cultural Resources
919.814.6815 | rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov<mailto:rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov>
109 E. Jones Street | 4640 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-4600
Facebook<http://www.facebook.com/ncghl>
Instagram<https://www.instagram.com/foreverythingnc/>
Twitter<https://twitter.com/ForEverythingNC>
YouTube<https://www.youtube.com/statelibrarync>
Website<https://statelibrary.ncdcr.gov/>
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From rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov Mon Oct 15 16:26:24 2018
From: rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov (Hyman, Rebecca A)
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2018 20:26:24 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Librarians - enroll in RootsMOOC and spread the word
about your local history and genealogy collections to 300+ participants

Message-ID:
<BN7PR09MB2835F830FE3019891F4BCD60FEFD0@BN7PR09MB2835.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Hello!
I just shared information about RootsMOOC: Intro to Genealogy and Family History
Research. If you haven't already please enroll now, http://bit.ly/RootsMOOC2018.
This is a free online genealogy course open to everyone! We are encouraging
librarians to sign up and spread the word about your local history and genealogy
collections. If you are interested in "volunteering" please read on.
Looking for guides to RootsMOOC
Interested in helping others learn how to conduct family history research? The
State Library of North Carolina's Government and Heritage Library seeks
knowledgeable volunteers to participate in RootsMOOC, a free online course on
genealogy and family history research. As a volunteer guide, you could help us
answer questions from any of the hundreds of people we expect to participate.
Course launches October 22. Sign up here:http://bit.ly/RootsMOOC2018
Depending on your level of expertise with genealogy topics, you may consider
participating in the course in the role of an informal guide, helping other
participants along when they have questions or would benefit from the input of a
genealogy expert.

What might your participation look like?
We have no expectations for the amount of time you
you have a few spare minutes here and there to dip
boards and answer a question or two, that would be
this is a great opportunity to point an attentive,
collections and services.

commit to participating, but if
into the course's discussion
most welcome. You may find that
eager audience to your library's

How do I participate?
First, you'll need to enroll in the course<http://bit.ly/RootsMOOC2018> as a
regular participant. When the course opens on October 22, you will receive an
announcement in your email. We strongly encourage you to complete the Orientation
Module, which will show you the ropes of the course and will guide you through the
process of setting up your profile. During each module, there will be numerous
discussion boards that you will be free to contribute to. You might consider
linking to external content, sharing search tips, and generally encouraging other
participants as they learn the basics of genealogy research.

How else can I help?
RootsMOOC will benefit greatly from a critical mass of knowledgeable genealogists,
librarians, and archivists. If you know of anyone else who might be interested in
helping, forward this email to them!
You can also encourage your patrons to sign up themselves. Feel free to share the
course URL on your library's web site, in your social media streams, or in your
monthly newsletters. http://bit.ly/RootsMOOC2018

Lesson plans
We have created lesson plans for each module ff you are interested in hosting an
in-person program with your staff or patrons. If you are interested in me sending
you the materials please email me, rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov<mailto:rebecca.hyman
at ncdcr.gov>.

Course Schedule
*
*
*
*
*

Orientation Module - Begins October 22
Module 1: Getting Started - Begins October 29
Module 2: US Census - Begins November 5
Module 3: State & Local Resources - Begins November 12
Module 4: Online Sources & Strategies - Begins November 19

Materials and discussion boards will be available in Canvas through December 31,
2018.
http://bit.ly/RootsMOOC2018
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From kellenbergerroom at gmail.com Mon Oct 15 16:29:46 2018
From: kellenbergerroom at gmail.com (Kellenberger Room)
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2018 16:29:46 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] FW: Free for postage: Puerto Rico & West Indies
Message-ID: <002a01d464c5$d0b0a740$7211f5c0$@gmail.com>
And just that quick, the titles have been spoken for.
Victor

--Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Special Collections Librarian
Kellenberger Room
New Bern-Craven County Public Library
400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098
Phone: (252) 638-7808
Fax: (252) 638-7817
E-mail: vtjones at nbccpl.org or kellenbergerroom at gmail.com
Web: <http://newbern.cpclib.org/> http://newbern.cpclib.org

ColorLogo_web

Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be
considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant to
North Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential
disclosure of this message to third parties. Opinions expressed in this
communication are mine and do not necessarily represent the opinions of the
library.

From: Kellenberger Room [mailto:KellenbergerRoom at gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 4:04 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu)
Subject: Free for postage: Puerto Rico & West Indies

I had a local genealogist who moved to the area donate some of her genealogy
volumes that she no longer needed. Her concentration was on Puerto Rico and
our collection currently does not have the room to add all that she donated.
For now, I have put a few volumes aside for our collection, but I told her I
would find a home for the others. Most of them are in Spanish, and some may
have highlighting or other markings.
Available for the price of postage are the following titles:

1. Abbad y Lasierra, I?igo. Historia Geogr?fica, Civil y Natural de la isla
de San Juan de Puerto Rico. 622 p. [Paperback reprint, probably late 1990s]
2. Encarnacion Navarro, Carlos.
2 volumes.

Genealogias y Cronicas del Siglo XIX. 2005.

3. Flores, Juan, ed. Divided Arrival: narratives of the Puerto Rican
migration, 1920-1950. 1998 2nd ed. 167 p.
4. Guti?rrez Escudero, Antonio. Canto Domingo colonial : estudios
hist?ricos : siglos XVI al XVIII. 2007. 351 p.
5. Iglesias, C?sar Andreu, ed. Memoirs of Bernado Vega: A contribution to
the history of the Puerto Rican community in New York. 1984. 243 p.
6. Lluch Mora, Francisco. Or?genes y fundaci?n de Ponce y otras noticias
relativas a su desarrollo urbano demogr?fico y cultural (siglos XVI-XIX).
2001. 170 p.
7. L?pez, Adolfo R.
2003. 48 p.

Herencia Africana en Puerto Rico: Un recuento breve.

8. Moreta Castillo, Am?rico. La Real Audiencia de Santo Domingo (1511-1799)
: la justicia en Santo Domingo de la ?poca colonial. 2010. 221 p.
9. Nazario, Manuel Mart?nez. Genealog?a de las familias Mart?nez, Detr?s,
Nazario, Oliveras y L?pez. 2004. 148 p.
10. Pic?, Fernando. Vivir en Camito. 1989. 184 p.
11. Portillo Mariano Negr?n and Rauel Mayo Santana. La esclavitud urbana en
San Juan de Puerto Rico: Estudio del Registro de Esclavos de 1872: Prinera
Parte. 1992. 137 p.
12. Revista de Genealog?a Puertorrique?a. October 2003.
13. Silie, Ruben. Econom?a, esclavitud y poblaci?n: ensayo de interpretaci?n
hist?rica del Santo Domingo Espa?ol en el siglo XVIII. 2009. 262 p.

Contact me off list if you are interested.
Kellenbergerroom at gmail.com

Victor
--Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Special Collections Librarian
Kellenberger Room
New Bern-Craven County Public Library
400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098

Phone: (252) 638-7808
Fax: (252) 638-7817
E-mail: vtjones at nbccpl.org or kellenbergerroom at gmail.com
Web: http://newbern.cpclib.org <http://newbern.cpclib.org/>
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From rkempmlis at gmail.com Tue Oct 16 23:40:45 2018
From: rkempmlis at gmail.com (R Kemp)
Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2018 20:40:45 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Free Online Genealogy Course Beginning Oct. 22 offered by NC Government and Heritage Library
In-Reply-To:
<BN7PR09MB2835F49954B8570D44497846FEFD0@BN7PR09MB2835.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<BN7PR09MB2835F49954B8570D44497846FEFD0@BN7PR09MB2835.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CA+0=5nqSYm9iH2DoU1PqSdEgrsYyNgVKJgCrR+8E52vj65BanA@mail.gmail.com>
Hi Rebecca!
I would love to let people in my library know about this class and maybe
have an in-person session to answer questions. Would that be an acceptable
use? Is it okay if I do this?
Thanks!
(Another Rebecca)
On Mon, Oct 15, 2018 at 1:25 PM Hyman, Rebecca A <rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov>
wrote:
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The North Carolina Government and Heritage Library will offer a free
online class to those interested in learning how to start genealogical
research. RootsMOOC is a free online course and a friendly introduction to
family history research in the U.S. using commonly available sources.
Enrollment is now open, and class begins Oct. 22. Register now at
http://bit.ly/RootsMOOC2018.

During this class, the staff at the North Carolina Government and Heritage
Library will help participants learn about the most useful sources, tools,
and techniques for getting their genealogy research off the ground. The
class is divided into an orientation module and four learning modules. Each
week a new module will be available on that Monday morning. As with many
online courses there is no set time to meet during RootsMOOC ? participants
can set their own schedule.

Participants in this course will have the opportunity to complete an
ancestor chart, conduct interviews with family members, and share their own
research progress with fellow participants. You?ll be challenged to go
beyond the sources that are available online, identify local genealogy
societies and libraries in your area, and connect with experts who can help
you wherever your search takes you.

Through video interviews, tutorials, discussions, and structured learning
activities, participants will learn the very basics of genealogy research,
such as the best places to get started, how to stay organized, and what
kinds of documents and search tools they?ll encounter along the way.
Participants will share their research progress and help each other
overcome roadblocks as they share tips and tricks in the online discussion
forums. Librarians, archivists, and other experts from North Carolina and
around the United States will be participating as well, answering questions
and pointing class members in the right direction. If you?ve been looking
for a place to get started on your family history research, RootsMOOC just
might be the tool you?ve been waiting for.

Course details:

Orientation Module - Begins Oct. 22
Module 1: Getting Started - Begins Oct. 29
Module 2: US Census - Begins Nov. 5
Module 3: State & Local Resources - Begins Nov. 12
Module 4: Online Sources & Strategies - Begins Nov. 19
*Materials and discussion boards will be available in Canvas through Dec.
31
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From sherry at gonewestpub.com Wed Oct 17 10:11:09 2018
From: sherry at gonewestpub.com (Sherry Raleigh-Adams)
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2018 09:11:09 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper Research in Missouri
Message-ID: <01c701d46623$450b8b60$cf22a220$@gonewestpub.com>
Kenneth Weant has been at it again! Five new volumes of his popular series,
Missourians In the Civil War, have been released. These are Volumes 61
through 65 and it completes the cataloguing of vital records and military
names found in the St. Louis Daily Missouri Democrat. This series is
designed to consolidate vital information from existing newspapers so that
it becomes more easily accessible and relative to researchers. Because many
of the records during this period fail to include first names, this
consolidation process fills in the gaps and adds value to every snippet.
His entire series is available at
http://gonewestpub.com/missouri-civil-war-newspaper-resources/

Gone West Publications is the consolidation of works from three authors who
have a passion for genealogical newspaper research in the State of Missouri.
Very few counties in the State remain uncatalogued. Volumes contain
everything from church records, births, deaths, life-changing events and
stories from Old-Timers. Brick Wall Researchers are welcome.

Sherry Raleigh-Adams
Gone West Publications
www.gonewestpub.com <http://www.gonewestpub.com/>
Devoted to bringing you
Items of Genealogical Merit from Missouri Newspapers,
Quality Transcriptions and Personal Research
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From rsanders at hallcountylibrary.org Wed Oct 17 14:15:04 2018
From: rsanders at hallcountylibrary.org (Ronda Sanders)
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2018 18:15:04 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Tennessee Historical Quarterlies available for postage
Message-ID:
<SN2PR0801MB220680A270B091C90D6624D7CCFF0@SN2PR0801MB2206.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>

Ladies & Gentlemen,
Our library branch will begin a major remodeling project early next year. I am in
the process of rearranging some of our genealogy collection. Would anyone be
interested in eight years of Tennessee Historical Quarterlies? The issues were
bound by year and are in very good condition except for our library sticker and
spine labels. The group contains the following years: 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980,
1982, 1883, 1984, 1985. The quarterlies are free for the asking, all we ask is
that you pay the postage. I can send them through courier if you are a PINES
library.
Please contact me directly at rsanders at hallcountylibrary.org<mailto:rsanders at
hallcountylibrary.org>.
Ronda Sanders
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Hall County Library System
127 Main Street, NW
Gainesville, GA 30501
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From rsanders at hallcountylibrary.org Wed Oct 17 14:36:18 2018
From: rsanders at hallcountylibrary.org (Ronda Sanders)
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2018 18:36:18 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Already Claimed - Tennessee Historical Quarterlies
available for postage
Message-ID:
<SN2PR0801MB2206E5418002C0645CC5C131CCFF0@SN2PR0801MB2206.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
The book have already found a good home!
_______________________________________
Ladies & Gentlemen,
Our library branch will begin a major remodeling project early next year. I am in
the process of rearranging some of our genealogy collection. Would anyone be
interested in eight years of Tennessee Historical Quarterlies? The issues were
bound by year and are in very good condition except for our library sticker and
spine labels. The group contains the following years: 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980,
1982, 1883, 1984, 1985. The quarterlies are free for the asking, all we ask is
that you pay the postage. I can send them through courier if you are a PINES
library.
Please contact me directly at rsanders at hallcountylibrary.org<mailto:rsanders at
hallcountylibrary.org>.
Ronda Sanders
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Hall County Library System
127 Main Street, NW
Gainesville, GA 30501
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From mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Fri Oct 19 18:15:48 2018
From: mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Martha Grenzeback (LIB))
Date: Fri, 19 Oct 2018 17:15:48 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Vol. 4 of Calvert Connections free for the asking
Message-ID: <CANLxXLFwCrACbGqxN6hG_bWOqOpxeMHS12ZOMOTRCZ3+LZnubA@mail.gmail.com>
We have received a donation of one issue/volume, Vol. 4, of *Calvert
Connections*, which was published by Old Time Publications, Spokane, WA and
edited by Peggy Butherus in the 1980s (no date on this one). It is
described as a "newsletter for the interchange of genealogical data and
history of the Calvert families whose ancestors came to America from
England."
Since we have no other issues of this, I would be happy to send this to
anyone who would like to fill a gap in their collection--or just want Vol.
4. I'll throw in the postage. :)
Best wishes
Martha Grenzeback | Genealogy & Local History Librarian
W. Dale Clark
*Main Library *215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org
<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://www.instagram.com/omahalibrary/>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
*What I am reading?*The Girl Who Smiled Beads*, by **Clemantine Wamariya*
"Fiction is the lie that tells the truth." -- Neil Gaiman
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From youngm at stls.org Fri Oct 19 18:21:11 2018
From: youngm at stls.org (Maggie Young)
Date: Fri, 19 Oct 2018 18:21:11 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] out of office
Message-ID: <11810191821.AA3133203545@mail.stls.org>
I will be out of the office Friday through Monday 10/19-10/22/2018
Thank you.
Maggie Young

From koselka at comcast.net Thu Oct 25 15:24:19 2018
From: koselka at comcast.net (koselka at comcast.net)
Date: Thu, 25 Oct 2018 15:24:19 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Michigan Fall Genealogy Event in Lansing (Nov 3)
Message-ID: <005101d46c98$54559270$fd00b750$@comcast.net>
Dear Family History Librarians,

Please share with your colleagues and patrons.

Early-bird registration for the Michigan Genealogical Council (MGC)'s 2018
Fall Family History Seminar on Sat, Nov 3 in Lansing, featuring keynote John
Philip Colletta, with breakout sessions presented by State Librarian Randy
Riley, MGC Vice-President Dan Earl, Senior Archivist at the Archives of
Michigan Kris Rzepczynski, and Selection Specialist at the Capital Area
District Libraries Jessica Trotter!

Student registration for the seminar is free with student ID and proof of
age (23 or under).

Co-sponsored by the Archives of Michigan and Library of Michigan, the Fall
Family History Event is one of the most anticipated seminars each year.
Additional information and registration are available at https://mimgc.org
<https://mimgc.org/>

Thomas Koselka, Past President
Michigan Genealogical Council

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From ccarman114 at gmail.com Sat Oct 27 14:02:11 2018
From: ccarman114 at gmail.com (Carol Carman)
Date: Sat, 27 Oct 2018 14:02:11 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Free genealogical periodicals
In-Reply-To: <CAB3bRZTzq6LKPZEbU-thOV-o8Mrk3jSkgYq7FF+szL7=7WfZ4Q@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAEfs-s6iMxRggYC-8217PpHugMF9vh1uzuD4MiVMbpOpfAPzSA@mail.gmail.com>
<CAB3bRZTzq6LKPZEbU-thOV-o8Mrk3jSkgYq7FF+szL7=7WfZ4Q@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAEfs-s4CqVP44cyrMoA-oVum0W=eKANXCdm8DdEZK3Yujeh9TQ@mail.gmail.com>
Dear Teresa,
We were finally able to get together yesterday and ship the
periodicals. Unfortunately
my list of remaining periodicals seems to have been incorrect and I we were
only able to send you some of the titles you had requested. But the good
news is that makes the shipping costs less. We had to buy boxes to ship
these and with the postage the total bill is $237.70. You can make the
check payable to MAGS (Mid-Atlantic Germanic Society) and send it to our
treasurer, Robert Greiner.10605 Johns Hopkins Rd. Laurel, MD 20723. Please
let us know if you need a further invoice. You should expect to get five
large boxes.
I am glad we were able to rescue these periodicals and get them to a good
home.
Carol Carman
Mid-Atlantic Germanic Society
P.O. Box 241
New Windsor, Maryland 21776-0241
On Thu, Sep 6, 2018 at 6:15 AM Teresa Penny <jtpenny87 at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am interested in the following if they are available.
The Palatine Immigrant
Georgia Pioneers - all
Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly - all
Journal of the Afro-American Historical and Genealogical Society - all
Missouri State Genealogical Association Journal - all
Rhode Island Roots -all
Mennonite Family History -all
Kentucky Ancestors - all
Pioneer Times (Jefferson, Missouri) -all
Ozar'kin - all
Thank You

> Teresa Penny
> Groesbeck Public Library
>
> On Wed, Sep 5, 2018 at 11:58 AM Carol Carman <ccarman114 at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>> Hello all,
>>
>> I am new to this list being a retired state government librarian and also
>> a genealogist. One of the societies in which I am an officer was given a
>> bunch of genealogy periodicals that have been residing in my garage for
>> several years. Our society library took some of them initially and a dozen
>> or so boxes were shipped to the Mid-Continent Public Library but stacks
>> still remain. As a last ditch effort to get rid of them before recycling
>> them I am offering them to anyone on this list. I would prefer that you
>> take whole runs rather than random copies. The only cost to you would be to
>> pay for the actual postage. I am attaching a list of the titles and issues
>> available.
>>
>> Carol Carman
>> Mid-Atlantic Germanic Society
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181027/05c688a6/
attachment.html>
From jtpenny87 at gmail.com Sat Oct 27 17:56:27 2018
From: jtpenny87 at gmail.com (Teresa Penny)
Date: Sat, 27 Oct 2018 16:56:27 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free genealogical periodicals
In-Reply-To: <CAEfs-s4CqVP44cyrMoA-oVum0W=eKANXCdm8DdEZK3Yujeh9TQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAEfs-s6iMxRggYC-8217PpHugMF9vh1uzuD4MiVMbpOpfAPzSA@mail.gmail.com>
<CAB3bRZTzq6LKPZEbU-thOV-o8Mrk3jSkgYq7FF+szL7=7WfZ4Q@mail.gmail.com>
<CAEfs-s4CqVP44cyrMoA-oVum0W=eKANXCdm8DdEZK3Yujeh9TQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAB3bRZQpC0y0h5JX4wZ7SJsH9gNS3yMDLoJKqDqO5TtWeCiMnA@mail.gmail.com>
Will you please send a list of the ones you sent and an invoice please
Thank you
On Sat, Oct 27, 2018 at 1:02 PM Carol Carman <ccarman114 at gmail.com> wrote:
> Dear Teresa,
>
> We were finally able to get together yesterday and ship the periodicals.
Unfortunately
> my list of remaining periodicals seems to have been incorrect and I we were
> only able to send you some of the titles you had requested. But the good
> news is that makes the shipping costs less. We had to buy boxes to ship
> these and with the postage the total bill is $237.70. You can make the

> check payable to MAGS (Mid-Atlantic Germanic Society) and send it to our
> treasurer, Robert Greiner.10605 Johns Hopkins Rd. Laurel, MD 20723. Please
> let us know if you need a further invoice. You should expect to get five
> large boxes.
>
> I am glad we were able to rescue these periodicals and get them to a good
> home.
>
> Carol Carman
> Mid-Atlantic Germanic Society
> P.O. Box 241
> New Windsor, Maryland 21776-0241
>
>
> On Thu, Sep 6, 2018 at 6:15 AM Teresa Penny <jtpenny87 at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>> I am interested in the following if they are available.
>> The Palatine Immigrant
>> Georgia Pioneers - all
>> Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly - all
>> Journal of the Afro-American Historical and Genealogical Society - all
>> Missouri State Genealogical Association Journal - all
>> Rhode Island Roots -all
>> Mennonite Family History -all
>> Kentucky Ancestors - all
>> Pioneer Times (Jefferson, Missouri) -all
>> Ozar'kin - all
>>
>> Thank You
>> Teresa Penny
>> Groesbeck Public Library
>>
>> On Wed, Sep 5, 2018 at 11:58 AM Carol Carman <ccarman114 at gmail.com>
>> wrote:
>>
>>> Hello all,
>>>
>>> I am new to this list being a retired state government librarian and
>>> also a genealogist. One of the societies in which I am an officer was given
>>> a bunch of genealogy periodicals that have been residing in my garage for
>>> several years. Our society library took some of them initially and a dozen
>>> or so boxes were shipped to the Mid-Continent Public Library but stacks
>>> still remain. As a last ditch effort to get rid of them before recycling
>>> them I am offering them to anyone on this list. I would prefer that you
>>> take whole runs rather than random copies. The only cost to you would be to
>>> pay for the actual postage. I am attaching a list of the titles and issues
>>> available.
>>>
>>> Carol Carman
>>> Mid-Atlantic Germanic Society
>>>
>>> _______________________________________________
>>> genealib mailing list
>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181027/
cb0cba10/attachment-0001.html>
From DAUGHERTYJ18 at ECU.EDU Tue Oct 30 10:41:04 2018
From: DAUGHERTYJ18 at ECU.EDU (Daugherty, Jennifer)
Date: Tue, 30 Oct 2018 14:41:04 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Position at East Carolina University
Message-ID: <dfe470bf059f4a5eb719434645fcc04e@BDC-EX3.intra.ecu.edu>
J.Y. Joyner Library at East Carolina University (ECU) seeks a knowledgeable,
creative and service-oriented instruction librarian. Reporting to the North
Carolina Librarian, the Outreach and Instruction Librarian will serve as a member
of a team of librarians and staff committed to effectively managing Joyner
Library's growing special collections. This position participates in the Special
Collections Division's public service activities, including instruction, reference,
and social media services, with some weekend and evening work as required.
Required Qualifications: ALA-accredited master's degree or international
equivalent; experience in instruction; experience with reference or public
services; demonstrated ability to work in a collaborative environment; excellent
oral and written communication skills and an ability to effectively interact with
audiences of diverse backgrounds.
All applications must be submitted online. See
http://ecu.peopleadmin.com/postings/23009 for more information and to apply.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181030/
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From ccarman114 at gmail.com Tue Oct 30 17:15:30 2018
From: ccarman114 at gmail.com (Carol Carman)
Date: Tue, 30 Oct 2018 17:15:30 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Free genealogical periodicals
In-Reply-To: <CAB3bRZQpC0y0h5JX4wZ7SJsH9gNS3yMDLoJKqDqO5TtWeCiMnA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAEfs-s6iMxRggYC-8217PpHugMF9vh1uzuD4MiVMbpOpfAPzSA@mail.gmail.com>
<CAB3bRZTzq6LKPZEbU-thOV-o8Mrk3jSkgYq7FF+szL7=7WfZ4Q@mail.gmail.com>
<CAEfs-s4CqVP44cyrMoA-oVum0W=eKANXCdm8DdEZK3Yujeh9TQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CAB3bRZQpC0y0h5JX4wZ7SJsH9gNS3yMDLoJKqDqO5TtWeCiMnA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <A2F7376C-36E2-4F94-8749-F32FA0620C82@gmail.com>
Hi Teresa,
Unfortunately I can?t tell you exactly which periodicals we were able to send. My
helpers just packed
up everything they could find from your list but did not keep track of what they
were packing. I am
attaching a copy of your wish list so you can check off which ones you have when
you unpack them.
I also made up an invoice for you which is attached below.
Carol Carman

Mid-Atlantic Germanic Society

Sent from my iPad
> On Oct 27, 2018, at 5:56 PM, Teresa Penny <jtpenny87 at gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Will you please send a list of the ones you sent and an invoice please
> Thank you
>
>> On Sat, Oct 27, 2018 at 1:02 PM Carol Carman <ccarman114 at gmail.com> wrote:
>> Dear Teresa,
>>
>> We were finally able to get together yesterday and ship the periodicals.
Unfortunately my list of remaining periodicals seems to have been incorrect and I
we were only able to send you some of the titles you had requested. But the good
news is that makes the shipping costs less. We had to buy boxes to ship these and
with the postage the total bill is $237.70. You can make the check payable to MAGS
(Mid-Atlantic Germanic Society) and send it to our treasurer, Robert Greiner.10605
Johns Hopkins Rd. Laurel, MD 20723. Please let us know if you need a further
invoice. You should expect to get five large boxes.
>>
>> I am glad we were able to rescue these periodicals and get them to a good home.
>>
>> Carol Carman
>> Mid-Atlantic Germanic Society
>> P.O. Box 241
>> New Windsor, Maryland 21776-0241
>>
>>
>>> On Thu, Sep 6, 2018 at 6:15 AM Teresa Penny <jtpenny87 at gmail.com> wrote:
>>> I am interested in the following if they are available.
>>> The Palatine Immigrant
>>> Georgia Pioneers - all
>>> Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly - all
>>> Journal of the Afro-American Historical and Genealogical Society - all
>>> Missouri State Genealogical Association Journal - all
>>> Rhode Island Roots -all
>>> Mennonite Family History -all
>>> Kentucky Ancestors - all
>>> Pioneer Times (Jefferson, Missouri) -all
>>> Ozar'kin - all
>>>
>>> Thank You
>>> Teresa Penny
>>> Groesbeck Public Library
>>>
>>>> On Wed, Sep 5, 2018 at 11:58 AM Carol Carman <ccarman114 at gmail.com> wrote:
>>>> Hello all,

>>>>
>>>> I am new to this list being a retired state government librarian and also a
genealogist. One of the societies in which I am an officer was given a bunch of
genealogy periodicals that have been residing in my garage for several years. Our
society library took some of them initially and a dozen or so boxes were shipped to
the Mid-Continent Public Library but stacks still remain. As a last ditch effort to
get rid of them before recycling them I am offering them to anyone on this list. I
would prefer that you take whole runs rather than random copies. The only cost to
you would be to pay for the actual postage. I am attaching a list of the titles and
issues available.
>>>>
>>>> Carol Carman
>>>> Mid-Atlantic Germanic Society
>>>>
>>>> _______________________________________________
>>>> genealib mailing list
>>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>> _______________________________________________
>>> genealib mailing list
>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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